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POSITIVE ION TEMPERATURES ABOVE THE F-LAYER
MAXIMUM*
w
Fib6 795 _ R.L.F. BOYD AND W. J. RAITTt
The ion mass analyser on the UK-US satellite Ariel was a spherically symmetric energy
spectrometer. The spectral lines may thus be in_rpreted not only in terms of ionic mass and
eor.centrationbut also in termsof ion temperature.
Analysis of the data obtained has made available a picture of ion temperature variation
with latitude above 400 kin. The results show considerablescatter from day to day together
with a markedrise in oxygenion temperaturewith latitude.
INTRODUCTION the angular momentum distribution of ions ap-
The determination of ion energy (and hence proaching the inner sphere was negligibly dis-
mass) spectrum by the ion probe on the satellite torted by the presence of the grid it becomes
Ariel I (1962 - ) provided good data on ion tern- valid to obtain the energy distribution of the ions
peratures from 26 April, 1962 to 5 June, 1962. by Druyvesteyn's (" analysis. The required sec-
Some data of reduced quality is available until 26 ond derivative of the current voltage curve was
September, 1962. Temperature is obtained from obtained electroni(ally and so telemetered.
the width of the energy spectrum line for particles If R is the kinetic energy of an ion moving with
: arriving at the probe. In principle the lines of a velocity equal to that of the satellite and K is
I hydrogen, helium or oxygen may all yield tem- the energy corresponding to the most probable
peratures. The data presented in this paper all ion thermal velocity then for R>>K the form of
come from a stddy of the oxygen line which re- the energy spectrum line is
quires a concentration of oxygen greater than _ (E_R)2
about 105cm-3. This implies that for the pres- f(E)=[2_t(K.R.) t]-_ exp 4 K.R.
ent study only altitudes below 600 Kin. were
useful and orbit orientktion was such that in the Thus the breadth of the energy spectrum line de-
period of this study (Days 117 to 140) this alti- pends not only on the thermal energy of the ions
tude range corresponds to values of local solar but also on the velocity of the satellite. It is
time witbin two hours of noon. roughly Gaussian in form with a width at the
points of 4(K.R.)i. For monatomie oxygen R
OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENT is about 5eV and K about 0.1eV so the line width
The probe consisted of a 9 cm. diameter sphere is over 2 volts. While this broadening reduces
mounted on the spin axis of the satellite. A fine the mass resolution it greatly eases the problem
grid 10 em. in diameter was biassed negatively so of determining the ion temperature.
as to keep ambient electrons from reaching the Medicus (_)has obtained a more exact expression
sphere, which was subjected to a positive volt- for the energy distribution of ions with a Max-
age sweep. By constructing the system so that wellian distribution arriving at a moving vehicle
shown plotted in Fig. 1.
*This paper was contributed to Goddard 8pace FliQht Center under
the joint United Kingdom-United Statesprogramwhichdeveloped Analysis of the Ariel data has been carried out
andlam_chedthesatelliteArielI. by fitting values computed from the approximatetBoth authors are e.l_liated with the Department o! Phyeice,
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_ Comparison of successive values of ion tem-
_°ft3° perature obtained on a single pass suggest that
:: _ /_ / v D_iETNERG_/ instrumental consistency is at teast as good as
o l °=_E_LENE_ J -i-2C,0 deg. K and possibly a good deal better.
_: _ if Most of the scatter of the points must therefore7
_: _ be taken to reflect real differences in ion tem-
O _,_ • • • GAUSSIAN
_ f_ _ perature from one occasion to another.
• _ Part of the scatter may be attributable to the
: range of local solar times, to the seasonal change
_ _ _ and to the motion of the line of apsides. There6 may also be some dependenc_ on magnetic activity
_ and on longitude. However, it is not possible to
_ , account for most of the scatter in any of the
, 2 3 4 above ways. The main conclusions are therefore
No_uz_D_rJCtEENE_G_ that there is a variation in oxygen ion tempera-
: tures from one day to another amounting to sev-
Fmvrm 1.--Energy distribution of particles with ll.ax- eral hundred degrees and that there is also a
_: welliandistribution arriving at a moving vehicle, marked tendency of the oxygen ion temperatures)
to increase with latitude.
-_ EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
:_ The oxygen ion temperatures between 10 and
: 12 hours Local Solar Time measured in the longi- Fig. 2 shows the neutrM gas temperature based
rude range - 50° to 150° during the early northern on the data of Harris and Priester (3)and a curve
+ summer of 1962 are plotted as a function of lati- of ion temperature computed by A. P. Willmore _4)
: tude in Fig. 2. The quantity of data is inade- from the electron temperature data obtained on
the same satellite (Willmore et al) (_) on theAPPROX.ALTITUDEOF MEASUREMENTS(kin)
' ,10 ,_ _0 ,_ _ ,_ _o consideration that the heat flow from the elec-E T T i F 1
| trons reaches the neutral gas by way of coulombLONG _50o . _150° _1 CALCULATEDION TEMPERATURES
_ol _O_A_T, E_0_R_-_HRS _,_MO,_ interaction with the ions. Willmore finds a rise
EPOCHDAYS117 - 140, 1962 _ NEUTRALGAS TEMPERATURES
_. . _,ARR,S,R ESTER> of ion temperature with both latitude and altitude( 2400
\ ,<' and appropriate weight has been given to both
_ _ _>_ • . " _ ,x.\_-_(:' factors in plotting the curve from his data.
_ _:_</_._ . .<_ _, Except near the geomagnetic equator where the
: _ _< "<:(_'Jy;;:.%._, . .4,\' small dip angle would inhibit upward diffusion of
"_- ,, / , ./1_// \ • --
"_'+ __ _'_#-_-_ photoelectrons, the energy input to the iono-
i- '_ _ spheric electrons and hence to the ions due to
,_ __._12 solar radiation will vary as the cosine of the
,0HRs -<<_i//_._ _ .
" •. zenith angle.
_ _ Since the average fractional energy loss per
" ' ' ' ' _ ' _ A ,' _0 collision of ions of mass M_ with gas atoms of
-_ 050 -40 "30 -2)0 -10 0 1O
GEOGRAPHICLATITUDE -{°1 mass Me is
Fi(Ival_ 2.--Oxygen ion temperatures as a function of AE 8 M_M_ / T_\ -
: latitude. =- tl-_,)where T, and T,
._ 3/2kT, 3 (M, ˜,, L _
quite to make possible a complete decoupling of refer to the ion and gas temperature.
the effect of altitude from the effect of latitude. We can write the energy flux
During the period selected, however, perigee was
a little south of the equator so that the range of Q=4k.ni.n.S.(3k2)t(T_ltitudes covered is not large. The approximate \ME
'. altitude corresponding to a given latitude is Toni M,MI .-
shown by the scale at the top of the figure. +_) (M_)_t:_'_-T,)
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where k is Boltzman's constant, n, and no refer to particle composition. A preliminary considera-
the numbec densities of ions and gas atoms and S tion of the rate of energy exchange suggests that
is the appropriate ion-atom energy exchange for the same flux the temperature difference be-
cross-section, tween oxygen ions and helium atoms must be
To a first approximation Q and n, both vary as several times larger than when the ions are
the cosine of the zenith <, ng and To are constant helium. The small amount of helium ion tern-
and (T_- Ta)<<Tg. Thus writing Q=Q cos x and perature data analysed so far supports this view.
n,=no cos x we have The possibility of the electric fields having an
appreciable effect on the ion temperature would
[ (_____ seem to be ruled out by the far larger effect theyT_- T0- Qo 4(3/2k To) j' no. ng.S.k, would have on the. ,lectrons.
1 _ M_Mg 1-_ One important factor must not be overloeked.
_J(M,+Mo)2J It is the fact that by selecting only passes giving
a high enough densi'_y of oxygen to enable oxygen
ion temperature to be obtained at the higher alti-
which shows that the factors most likely to in-
tudes (which correspond to higher latitudes) a
fluence the ion temperature in the topside iono- premium is put on passes for which the ion tern-
sphere are ionic and neutral composition--af- perature is high enough to give an adequate
fecting Mo Mg and S--and ionic concentrations
reduced to zero zenith angle, quantities which are oxygen ion concentration.
also interrelated by the hydrostatic equation. REFERENCES
No aL the layer peak does in fact, fall with 1. M. J. DRUYVEST_YN.Z Phys. 64 (1930) 790.
increasing latitude so the difference between the 2. G. MsDzcus. J. Appl. Phys. 33 (1962) 3094.
gas and ion temperature is to be expected to 3. I. HaRmS and W. PaX_.STER.NASA Tech. Note.D-1444 (1962).
increase with latitude. The wide scatter in the 4. A. P. WZt.LMORE.Proc. Roy. Soc. (In press).
data may well be related t9 variations not only 5. A. P. WmLMORE,R. L. F. BOYD,C. L. HENDERSON
in no but in ionic and possibly even in neutral andP. J. Bow_.m Proc.Roy. Soc. (1963)(In press).
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gGEOMAGNETIC CONTROL OF DIFFUSION IN THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE*
2JO/
In many recent papers concerned with providing an explanation for the geomagnetic anomaly,
agreement with measured dat_, has been obtained from the eqtlJiiions of motion for electrons
and ions when used with an empirical boundary condition, whereos poor agreement has resulted
from attempts to numerically integrate the commonly employed form of the continuity equa-
tion. We have been able to explaiti this discrepancy by demonstrating that the assumptions
used to derive this form of the continuity equations do not agree with observa¢,ion.
Since the equations of motion do provide a favorable description for the geomagnetic anomaly,
we have studied the possible physical models leading to the form of the equations used, and
fo,md that although field aligned diffusive equilibrium provides the correct form, a more rea-
son.dale assumption concerning electron and ion collisions with neutrals also leads to the same
result. We have then been able to provide a more realistic theoretical description of the geo-
magnetic anomaly by employing an analytic form for the boundar3 condition which is in better
agreement with mea._urement than those previously used.
Finally, by combining the equations of motion for neutrals, ._Je_:trmsand ions, we have
been able to indicate geomagnetic control for the neutral atmosphere in the lower F region of the
ionosphere, althot,_h the exact shape of this distribution is unknown.
INTRODUCTION section will be devoted to an improved theoretical
In recent months, it has become increasingly description of the geomagnetic anomaly by using
evident that some confusion exists in the undcr- an analytic expression for the vertical electron
standing of the basic physical mechanisms density distribution at the equator which is more
in accordance with measurement than the simplegoverning diffusion and the existence of the geo-
magnetic anomaly in the ionosphe-e. This Chapman type distribution employed in GKS.
apparent confusion arises by comparison of the FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
work of Chandra (1964), (to be referred to as C-l),
• h which it is shown that the assumption of ambi- The major cause of confusion appears to lie in
polar diffusion along a field line cannot lead to the application of two phrases, viz. ambipolar
geomagnetic control of the charged particles, and diffusion and diffusive equilibrium. Let us in-
such papers as Goldberg and Schmerling (1962, ve_tigate and discuss each of these _erms to
1963), (to be referred to as GS-1 and GS-II), and determine how loose usage of them has led to
Goldberg, Kendall, and Schmerling (1964), (to some of the current problems of misunderstand-
be referred to as GKS), in which this process does ing.
appear to produce geomagnetic control of the In the normal se,me, ambipolar diffusion refers
charged particle density in the ionosphere, to a plasma in which the negative (electrons) and
The purpose of this paper is to describe and re- positive (ions) charges do not move independently
solve the confusion which exists in the field at due to the influence of the electric field caused by
their Coulomb interactions. In this medium, thethis moment, and then to point out the new
problems with which we must contend in order electrons and ions drift in pairs and this motion
to derive and apply the diffusion eqt,ation to of _lectron-ion pairs is referrc a to as ambipolar
diffusion. The condition for ambipolar diffusionionospheric problems correctly. In addition, a
in a neutral plasma is thereby
*Publtjhed u Gtuidard 8_e FlleM Center Documeat .Y-@15-8_-III,
M,_,l_. _,= _ -- _ (1)
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where _ is macroscopic velocity and the subscripts and that the electrons, ions and neutrals obey the
e and i refer to electrons and ions respectively, ideal gas law in the ionosphere,
When
= 0 (2) p_-- njkTj (7)
the condition for diffusive equilibrium is satisfied, when k is Boltzmznn's constant and T is tern-
The implications of (i) are quite straightfor- perature. Furthermore, we assume thermal equi-
ward, as shown in C-I. In an isothermal atmos- librium, i.e.
phere and ill the presence of a magnetic field, T,= T_ = T (8)
this requires Vx(_xB)=0. In particular, the Then,
assumption of field aligned plasma diffusion P,=pf=p (9)
(_xB = 0) can only be satisfied for the trivial case,
_=0, resulting in a hydrostatic distribution of In addition, we assume for simplicity that
electron density independent of geomagnetic
latitude. _, "_0 (10)
On the other hand, favorable comparison be-
tween Alouette topside sounder measurements Then summation of (4) and (5) provides
and theoretical calculations of the geomagnetic m,m,N . , m,m_N
anomaly has been obtained in GKS by assuming m,Tm--_v,,v,-t m_+mV_,_= -27p
conditions of ambipolar diffusion and diffusive +N(m,+m_)O-i-JX_ (11)
eqtlilibrium along field lines, thereby indicating a
possible conflict with the results in C-I. The where _ is current density, defined as
problem resolves itself once one investigates the
meaning of ambipolar diffusion and diffusive J=Ne(_t-L) (12)
equilibrium in the GKS sense.
Let us first write the general equations of Since we are investigating ambipolar diffusion
motion for neutrat_ electrons and ions, respec- and diffusive equilibrium in the GKS sense, it is
tively, where the subscript n refers to neutral, desirable to write this equation in component
Following C-I: form along a field line as
n,m_m. _. . n_m_m. . . m.mo . r . m.m_ . r
_,,.(v.--v,) + m-_--_, v_"(v"-v') m, ff-m.--,,.v,.a-t----,_v,,v,.nrn.-t-m.
=--Vp.Tn.m.O (3) -V-2kTVN F(m'Tm')O]'hLJ (13)t,m,m ,. .,.n,mom... .,
where _ is a unit vector in the direction of the
= - _'p°'-Fnom_O-e no(E-F_°XB) (4) magnetic field. Let us write (13) in more familiar
n_m_m° ..... ,_m_m,, ,. form by using
v'- v.j v,-
=-Vp,-k-n,m,O+en,(E+_,X_) (5) m,<<m_, m_ (14)
and defining the scale height of the ionizable con-
where n is number density, _¢ is the collision
stituent as H_, wherefrequency between the kth and gth particle, m is
mass, p is pressure, 0 is gravitational acceleration,
e is the absolute value of electron charge, _ is H_= k..T_T (15)m_g
electric field, and B is magnetic field. In writing
v¢_ v,¢ Also, for convenience, we make the approximation
equations (3)--(5) it is assumed that n-_ffin"_
m,,=m_ (16)
In the follo_ing we assume that the plasma is Then
in a qua,_ineutral state
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Finally, we write provided we recu_,nizc that r and 0 are not indc-
; pendent in (25) but related by the dipole fiehl
-- - (_, sinI+_, cos I) (18) conditions
"" r = ro sin _ 0 (27)
_:_' where _, and _, are unit vectors in the r and 0
_' directions and I is the magnetic dip angle, and
i reckoned positive when the nol th seeking pole of tan I = 2 cot 0 (28)
" the needle Points downward. Now, if we treat
_, " It is evident that (26) can only be treated in
: ambipolar diffusioh in the GKS sense, we simply total derivative form if the integration is carried
... imply that the electron and ion velocity corn-
out along the field line.
ponents in the field direction are equal, i.e. Statements concerning the components of vec-
_,.h=_.h=v m (19) tors in a particular direction, such as (19), do
.. not imply any conditions on the total vector. As
:.: Applying (18) and (19) in (17), we obtain a result, (25) has not required the :,ssumption of
any restrictions on the behavior of the velocity
-kT[ (1 ON 1'_ cos/ ON] components normal to the field lines.
v_ = uvLsin I\lv or-r+_L, 1_- N'r _-_ J (20) Equation (26) has been the basis of describing
_, geomagnetic control ih the upper F-region in GKS
where paper. Although (26) has been derive(l assure.
ing diffusive equilibrium along a fiehl line, it is
_re, v,,, _t,:_._ (21) undesirable to apply this concept because it is of; #o ------_-T -',
purely hypothetical nature. We now investigate
,: Assuming that other assumptions to find a more realistic justifi-
: m,.,.,<<m_ (22) cation for (26).
Let us rewrite (17) as
: because of (14), we may write
_: m._,., . ,n,v,. kT [ VN _, '_
m,v,, (23) '2 v, +---4--v, =- --_-+72_), k (29)4
We find two ways for the right hand side of (29)
Equation (20) is a familiar result derived in such to approach zero. The first imposes a new con-
papers as Kendall (1962) and GS-II. However, dition on the velocities, viz:
: it is clearly not the result of ambipolar diffusion, m_._
which is given by (1), but instead: the result of a t',°= 2re,l,,.
statement concerning the field hne components
of electron and iori velocities give:_ by (19). or
: If we now demand m_v_.v,mi = (30)
_e ! 2r/levm_
v I = 0 (24)
a result which, although possible, would require
which is the statement implying diffusive equilib-
a very special condition that the electron velocity
rium along a field line in the GKS sense, we
obtain the familiar equation be of the order of 10s times greater than and in
the opposite direction of the ion velocity.
N However, if we ('an demand that the collisionsin 1 _Or+2__j+ N 1 '_ COSNrlON:=oO (25) frequencies bet en electro s and neutrals and
between ions and neutrals be sufficiently small so
which can also be written as that the drag forces arising due to collision be
negligible as compared to the pressure gradient,
1 dN 1 gravity and Lorentz forces it is possible to derive
N dr _-_-ff,=O (26) equation (26) without imposing any restriction
1966028656-416
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on the velocities of electrons and ions. We be- the complexity of the problem becomes quite
lieve that this assumption is more realistic in the formidable and it is difficult to anticipate a
upper F-region where the gyro-frequencies of simple method of solution at this time.
electrons and ions are much greater than their Instead we depend upon an empirical type
corresponding collision frequencies, boundary condition, which may very well be the
Although the collision frequency assumption solution of the correct continuity equation, to
is physically more desirable, it prevents us from derive the explicit form of the electron density
obtaining a simple expression: for v,| or t,q. distribution.
Instead, we must return to the original eqaations The incorp ration of a Chapman distribution
of motion, (4) and (5), and solve for _, and _: for the boundary condition in (31) leads to the
explicitly, as has been carried out in the appendix results obtained in GKS. Since such a boundary
in C-I. Unfortunately this introduces a very condition can only be considered as a rough
serious complication in the work because of the approximation to the shape of the actual vertical
difficulty in eliminating electric field from the ex- electron density distribution at the equator, it is
pres_ions of _, and _ without making specific desirable to employ an analytic boundary con-
assumptions about the relationship between _, dition which more closely resembles the true
and Or. The implications of these assumptions height profiles. Chandra (1963) has proposed a
will be discussed in the latter part of this paper, modified form of the Chapman function which
In the following section we proceed to discuss the includes the effect of variable scale height and
physical implications of equation (26). which is found to fit the measured vertical distri-
bution for electron density at mid-latitudes farTHE ELECTRO_ DENSITY DISTRIBUTION WITH
more accurately than the simple Chapman form.
A VARIABLE SCALEHEIGHT We assume here that such a function also de-
Equation (26) can be integrated along a field scribes the vertical electron density distribution
line to provide the general solution at the equator. We can then _ rite
r cot _ 0 1
f(ro, r/2)=N,_o exp
N(r, O)=f(ro, _r/2)e 21t, (31) ro-r=o
However, if we treat T and m, constant but {1- [ ( (ro-r_o)_]re(,ognize that ff is proportional to l/r:, H, is then Ho 1-a exp -a 2Ho ]
r ('os2 0 2H0 1-a exp a(ro-.rmo)_] (33)2H0 ]J
.... 2II_(r)
N(r, 0)=f(ro, r/'2_e (32)
where H0 is the scale height of the ionic constitu-
In both cases, f(r0, r/2) is an arbitrary function ent and N,_0 is the value of electron density at
of height at the eq-::ttor which cannot be deter- the equatorial height r,0. The parameter a,
mined i)y the equations of motion from which (31) which is a measure of departure from the simple
or (32) are derived. The function f(ro, r/2) must Chapman function, and thereby a shape factor,
therefore be given as a boundary condition in is defined as
this problem and can only be determined empiri- Ho-H(r,_o)
caily or by use of additional equations governing a = H0 (34)
the physics of the problem.
Since (31) or (32) depend exclusively upon the where H(rmo) is that value of (Hro) at to-r=0.
equations of motion, it appears that an additional Also, r0 is underutood to be the radial height
equation, such as the continuity equation, should specifically at 0=,r/2.
lead to the desired boundary condition. Un- Although it will not be shown here, (31) and
fortunately, as we will show in the next section, (32) produce nearly identical results in the equa-
the derivation and solution of the continuity torial region because the small variation of r in
equation depend upon a knowlc_lge of/_. Thus, the height region of our interest. Furthermore,
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k
_- lhe simplified form given by (31) is more eonven- Equation (35) then provides a general expression
_ tent for comparison with the results of the GKS for the electron density at all heights and col-
:t paper. We therefore substitute (33) into (31) atitudes provided that we are in a region where
and obtain the effects of collision can be neglected.
1 The variation of N(h,O)Nh,o with colatitude
N(r, O)=N,,,_ exp
at constant height is shown in Figures 1. i for
_ [ r csc20-r,0 Fr eot2O varicus values of a, h_0 and He. In these figures,1 fl_a [ a(r esc_0-r,,o)_ ] H_ we have converted radial height r to altitude h
H0L exp _ _ ]J by taking the earth's radius as 6370 km. Wetf.
r csc_O-r'_° I/ have also assumed that He=Hi because the
-exp -'/ _-rcse_0-r_°)\'l|/ effective scale height in (33) approaches H0 at; 2H0r_1-a exp t ]jj high altitudes and Chandra (1963) has iLdicated
_ (35) that H0 becomes equal to Hi at these altitudes.
k /-. 78 40 I _----" 0_ 26 24f t- ".='®'-
2 i 2.0 Ill 100l _ '11 40OKra
{ ,_ ,_,.o
10 _OOlm _ .... _ II
O I DO lira
¢ _ 700 Knl
'_= _ 6 700 Km 4
.,>< 4i ,Ill I 2 , ' ,_ ' ' I
, 2i I 1 I I t l IO 70 " 90 ,. "O
H 70 10 90 100 1'0 IIISMAGNI"TIC<OLATITUO,,/',
GIOMAGNITICI]L:ITITUO[Ill I
FmVRB 3.--Constant height profiles of relative electron
Fmvm_ l.--Constant height profiles of relative electron density vs. colatitude for a==0.3, h,,_,,,500 kin,
density vs. c, .atitude for _-0, h,o- 500 kin, H0-100 kin. H0-100 kin.
- u #
l.O I.o
' "" --- : ' 'A'-:7"-r_ ",,1 I lilOhl --i I ' I I 1 2 I -- -
641 111 Ill id liO 11I I0 70 IIO 114 100 110
KII COilTffUOlI# I _I_ COl,iIlIWO[II I
Fmuu 2.---Constant height profiles of relatlw electron FICIURg 4.---Const.,nt height profile: of relative electron
density vs. colatitude for a-0.1, h,_-500 kin, H0 density vs. eolatitude for a-0.3, h,_-400 km,
- 100 kin. H_- 75 kin.
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We first note that the basic features of the identical to those ..n GKS for kH_--1. This
theoretical electron density distribution are un- explains why kHf>I provides the closest fit
altered from those first obtained in GKS to with experimental data in that paper.
describe the geomagnetic anomaly in the vicinity PROBLEMSINVOLVED IN THE DERIVATION OF
of tile equator. Once again the theoretical de- THE DIFFUSION EQUATION
scription breaks down in the bottomside but this
is precisely the region where the neglect of In the previous sections we have seen how the
momclitum transfer terms becomes in-valid, equations of motion for electrons and ions are
Furthermore, comparison of Figures 3 and 4 sufficient to obtain a theoretical description of
clearly shows the insensitivity of the topside the electron density distribution in the topside
results to the p_rameters h,0 and//0 (except for equatorial region of the ionosphere under equinox
shifting the constant height profile scale verti- conditions. This has required us to make certain
tally). We therefore conclude the principal assumptions concerning collision frequencies or
properties of the curves can be studied quite velocity components along field lines and also
extensively by simply altering the shape factor a. forced the application of an empirical boundary
The (:hangcs due to variations in a are shown condition at the equator. In order to produce the
by comparison of Figures 1, 2 and 3. We have empirical boundary condition theoretically and
also provided a more detailed comparison for one also obtain a solution which is valid in both the
particular height profile in Figure 5. Although topside and bottomside equatorial F region, it is
necessary to turn to the continuity equation for
21[ ....... additional information. Using the explicit expres-
2of h=_ooRm sions for velocity which are derivable from the__=[1.9 IIm,: N equations of motion, it is then possible to de-18 No 75Km rive the diffusion equations associated with the
i _7 e o _ o ionosphere.IG If we simply require total ambipolar diffusion
1s (equation 1) to occur in the ionosphere so that
i 1;| _ ' is independent of the electric field explicitly, and
_ _2 _ _' also demand that, in all regions concerned, the
11 __ motion along field lines are much larger than the
drifts normal to field lines, we must then invoke
lo ,, _X/_=0 which, using (4), (5) and (28), gives the9 I I I ] 1
so ?o 80 9o _oo _o constraint equation
GEOMAGNETIC:GLATiTUOE te I
1 ON 1 2 ON
l:mv,¢E 5.--The a dependent behavior of the 500 km pro- N Or q-_ = N r0---0cot 0 (36)
file of relative electron density vs. colatitude for
1a_0--500km, H0 = 75km. This leads to a hydrostatic distribution of electron
density which does not agree with measured re-
we have included values up _,oa =0.6 to demon- sults, as has been demonstrated in C-I. A sec-
strate the trend of the curves, the highest values ond approach (Kendall, 19132,a',d GS-II) is the
are extreme and not likely to be representative assumption that ambipolar diffusion exists only
of ionospheric conditions. On the other hand, along field lines (see equation (19)). Thus, if we
a=0.1 to a=0.4 are very reasonable values for assume that the parallel velocity components of
us to expect under normal conditions representing electron and ion velocity are equal and much
diurnal and solar cycle variations, greater than either of the unequal perpendicular
Finally, ;n equation (35), if we identify the velocity components, we can write (20) as a gcod
term H0[l-t, exp[-a(r csc_O-rmo)/2Ho]] with approximation for the entire velocity. In mathe..
1/k of the GKS paper, we see that since a is matical notation, we have
positive, kHf> 1 is true for all heights. In partic-
uhtr, if a=0, we generate curves which are 9.h=lg,l=vu>>vo_,v_l (37)
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. where t,e_ and t,_ are the perpendicular eompon- since both sin I and ON/O0 approach zero. The
' ents of electron and ion macroscopic velocities latter condition is based strictly upon the empirical
respectively. This implies that condition of symmetry about the equator. We
_,_ therefore find that no matter how small v,. and
._ _,_--_ (38) v_1may be, there will ahvays be a region about the
equator in wmfich (37) does not apply unless
, and provides us with a velocity expression inde-
"pendent of electric field. The general contention v,_ =v_ =0 (40)
: has been that (38) allows us to write the steady-
; state continuity equation in the following form: which is identical to the equation o' constraint,
, (36).
:_ Q-L=V.N_V.N_ (39) We now returv to the second question. That
is, even if the parallel components of electron and
_ where Q and L are production and loss respect- ion velocities are much greater than the perpendic-
ively. The proc(dure has been to substitute (20) ular component, which ('ould still be possible
: into (39) and obtain the well known form of the provided vtll_v_ll, is it possible to describe the
; two dimensional diffusion equation without electron density distributions in the entire regioa
invoking the equation of constraint (36). of the ionosphere by (39)? We note that
We wish to discuss this approach by first V.N_=_.VN+N7._=(_II+_)
questioning the validity of (37), and then demon- .VNA-NV-(_+_n) (41)
strating that even if it were true, (38) cannot in where _ is now either the electron or ion velocity
general imply (39) without the additional inclu- and
sion of the constraint equation. This will demon- v = v u+v_ (42)
strate that the field line ambipolar diffusion
approa('h with neglect of the perpendicular Now, in order to write (39), we must demand that
velocitv_ components is identical to the total v'I_.VN+NV.v_I>>v±.VN+NV._ (43).
ambipolar diffusion case in which velocities are
assumed to lie along field lines. Thus, the results Although (43) could be true for certain special
of the two approaches are identical, leading I_othe cases, there is not a priori guarantee that (43)
conclusion that ambipolar diffusion in which the will be implied by (37) in genera! without the
macroscopic velocity lies along a field line, cannot additional condition that vz =0. Thus, if we
, be the correct physical model to describe the are to write (39)as a direct and general imflica-
_. equatorial electron density distribution in the F tion of (37), we are once again forced to employ
region of the ionosphere, the constraint equation.
Let us first consider (37). We have already We cannot state that (40) hohls in a very small
. seen that the assumption of diffusive equilibrium region about the equator so that its effect outside
IE along a field line (vu=0) leads to a correct de- this region can be neglected. The geomagnetic
scription of the electron density in at least the anomaly itself is a second order effect and we can-
topside region of the ionosphere. If this is the not expect to reproduce it by neglecting secgnd
_ true model of the physical situation, then it is in- order terms which are responsible for its existence.
consistent with (37) and we cannot expect any We therefore find that if ambipolar diffusion
results obtained using (37) to provide us with exists in the ionosphere, and if it is restricted to the
correct results concerning this region. If, on the field line direction, we cannot assume (37) without
other hand, the neglect of momentum transfer imposing an additional constraint equation. Fur-
terms can be attributed to small collision fre- thermore, (37) does not generally imply (39) in
' quencies instead of diffusive equilibrium, (37) the ionosphere with or without ambipolar diffusion
need not be violated. This might be a further unless the constraint equation is also employed.
justification for validating the collision frequency However, since (37), (39), and the assumption of
assumption instead of the diffusive equilibrium ambipolar diffusion along a field line do not
model. Unfortunately, as we approach the provide to the correct description of equatorial
equator, we see from (20) that v_ approaches zero electron density, we must conclude that these
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assumptions are not valid in a theory leading to THE DISTRIBUTIONOF THE NEUTRAL
a description of the electron density distribution ATMOSPHERE
in the equatorial ionosphere. In this section we will show that when the drag
Kendall (1962), and Rishbeth, Lyon and Peart forces are not negligible, as might be the case in
(1963), have attempted to numerically integrate the lower F-region and E-region, it is possible to
(39) derived from (20)and (37), without invoking study the behavior of the neutral atmosphere
the equation of constrain_. They have been without imposing any restrictions on the velocities
unable to obtain the correct description of the of the various constitutents. To obtain the
geomagnetic anomaly and have therefore con- necessary starting equation, we first sum (3),
cluded that diffusion may not be a very important (4) and (5) :
physical process governing the measured distri-
bution of electron density. However, on the -V(ptTp_-Fp,)
basis of the discussion presented in this section, +(n,m_-t-Nm_)#TJ×B=O (45)
it now appears that the physical assumptions where we have once again used (14). The com-
used in deriving the form of the continuity ponent of (45)along the direction of magnetic
equation used in theil work may not be valid, field is then
which simply implies that the diffusion equation
is far more complicated than originally believed. [-V(p, Tp_Tp_)T(m_n,,Tm_N)#]._=O (46)
Since (19) and (37) are not longer valid, we can Comparison of (45) and (46) shows that the net
no longer equate electron and ion velocities to force due to pressure gradient and gravity of all
eliminate electric field. Instead, we must write particles is perpendicular to the magnetic field
separate continuity equations for electrons and and balanced by a current flow force. Next,
ions and describe the behavior of electric field using (7), (8), (9), (18) and (28), we have
before it is possible to obtain the correct theoreti-
cal description of the geomagnetic anomaly. O(n_-F2N) _ tan # O(n, T2N) n_ N
It may appear that the results presented in Or r 08 -}-_-_+_=0 (47)
GS-II are also not valid for the reasons discussed where H. is the scalc height of the neutral
above However, a closer inspection of GS-II atmosphere.
shows that no new information was obtained from Since N<<n_ and H_ _ H,, we can write
the solution of continuity equation than that n N n . N n+2N
already available from the equations of motion. H, {-_ H, t-_-_ _ (48)
The equation discussed in GS-II was simply
where the suffix on n has been dropped for
V.N_ Ii= 0 (44) simplicity. Then (47) becomes, in tot.d
derivative form,
where the explicit production and loss terms were
neglected in obtaining ¢he series solution. Fur- d(n+2N) . n+2N ^
thermore, as shown in GKS, the equation of dr t'---H_ =u (49)
motion leading to (26), whether derived assuming Integration of (49) along the field line gives
_11=0, or by making assumptions concerning r
collision terms, has the identical solution to that [ dr
obtained from (44) in GS-II. For the case n(_, O)=nT2N=#(ro, lr/2)e-J_ (50)
_11=0, (44) obviously cannot give any new in- r0
formation. This explains why the empirical where g(r0, _r/2) is an arbitrary function of height
boundary condition was necessary to obtain a at the equator and r0 is defined in (27). If we
non-arbitrary solution from (44) in GS-II. We now demand that the radial distribution of the
should point out, however, that solutions of (39) neutrals obey the normal hydrostatic law at the
making use of explicit production and loss terms equator, so that
should not give correct results in the equatorial r0
regions of the ionosphere for the reasons discussed g(ro, _/2) = n00e- _ (51)in this section, r®
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where n00is the neutral number density at height nearly all vertical profiles of electron density
_ r00on the equator, then measured to date, we can safely assume that the
_i rr dr proper selection of parametcrs in this formula
_;! n(r)=nooe-j-_n,, (52) will lead to :_ reasonable reproduction of the
! r00 anomaly in any equatorial region of the ionos-
:; a result which is entirely independent of 8. If, phere where interactions of neutrals with charged
_ on the other hand, g(ro, _r/2) is perturbed in any particles are small because of infrequent collisions.
manner from the exact hydrostatic equilibrium 3. The theory discussed above is semiphcnom-
_- case, we will obtain a distribution for n which enologica]; i.e., it is based on effect and not cause.
-:_ does de0end on 8. The origin of this angular It does not require a knowledge of tile complicate(l
_ dependence on the neutrals may seem somewhat array of physical effects and mechanisms which
._- surprising until we realize that in selecting a combine to form the geomagnetic anomaly but,
_ functional form for g(ro, .,r/2), any deviation in instead, uses an empirical t)oundary condition
:_ the equatorial neutral distribution from hydro- which is the accumulated effect of all these causes.
static equilibrium must arise due to collisions Naturally, if we are to increase our knowledge
_ between neutrals and geomagnetically controlled of the basis mechanisms causing the anomaly and
". charge:i particles. Thus, if the collisions between thereby replace the empirical boundary condition
_ neutrals and charged particles are sufficiently by one based on more fundamental considerations2
,_ large to make the momentum transfer forces be- than measurement, we must turn to the equations
tween charged and neutral particles important,_ of continuity. Unfortunately, the derivation of
-._
the neutrals will begin to tend toward the angular the correct continuity equations requires knowl-
• distribution of the geomagnetically controlled edge concerning the electron and ion velocities
particles. This can also be seen from (3), where and/or the electric fields acting on these particles.
it is obvious that we will not obtain the exact Currently, most derivations of the continuity
hydrostatic distribution in a region when the equations employsimplifyingassumptions, suchas
terms on the left hand side become important, v,_=v_ll=vn; v_))v_, v,c The equation (le-
On this basis, we might expect to observe angular rived in the literature under the above assump-
variv,tions of the neutral distribution in the tiens has been numerically integrated hy several
::° bottomside regions of the ionosphere where workers to obtain a theoretical electron density
charged-neutral particle interactions become distribution near the equator under steady state
important, conditions. The results obtained by these
-;_ workers have been unable to account for the gross
_, CONCLUSIONS
features of the geomagnetic anomaly, at least to
From the discussion and results of this paper, the correct order of magnitude. This has led
: we haveshownthefollowing: them to believe that diffusion is of minor
:: 1. From the equations of motion, it is possible importance in governing the geomagnetic anomaly.
to derive an expression for the electron-density We have been able to demonstrate that the
distribution along a field line either by assuming velocity assumptions described above do not lead
diffusive equilibrium along the direction of the to the proper description of the geomagnetic
magnetic field or by neglecting the drag forces anomaly. We therefore feel that the assumption
arising from collisions. The latter assumption about velocities used in the continuity equation
appears to be more realistic in the topside of the rather than the ineffectiveness of motions are
ionosphere. In either case, it is necessary to responsible for the unsatisfactory description of
assume a radial distribution at the equator to the geomagnetic anomaly obtained by others.
obtain the electron density distribution. 4. A study of the neutral atmosphere distribu-
2. We have provided a more accurate formula tion has led us to the conclusion that geomagnetic
: for the representation of the equinox geomagnetic control of neutrals occurs in any region of the
i anomaly than that produced in GKS. Since the ionosphere where interactions of neutrals with
empirical boundary condition equation used charged particles become important. Since this
, herein has been shown by Chandra (1963) to fit is most likely to occur it. _he lower F region of
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THE EFFECT OF A VARIABLE ELECTRON TEMPERA-
TURE ON THE EQUATORIAL ELECTRON DENSITY
DISTRIBUTION IN THE UPPER IONOSPHERE
RICHARD A. GOI,DBERG
By incorporating a model for the measured electy'on temperature distributioa at the mag-
netic equator in the isothermal and temperature equilibrium theory of Goldberg, Kendall and
Schmerling [J. Geophys. Res., 69, 417-427, 1964], it has been possible to gain further insight into
the behavior of the equatorial geomagnetic anomaly under steady state and equinoctial condi-
tions. In particular, it is shown that tl_.emeasured deviation from thermal equilibrium in the
bottomside ionosphere is very influential in allowing extension of the previous theoretical descrip-
tion of the geomagnetic anomaly well into the bottomside ionosphere and to higher latitudes than
originally applicable. For completeness, the effect of gravitational variation is now included,
but it is shown that this alone contributes only minor improvements to the original results.
Finally, several less common properties in the behavior of the geomagnetic anomaly are
investigated, and it is shown under what conditions these secondary effects will occur.
INTRODOCTION 1963) and recent measurements with rocket
The theory describing the equatorial electron probes (Spencer et al, 1962; Brace et al, 1963) and
density distribution under conditions of thermal radar backscatter techniques (Evans, 1962 and
equilibrium, equinox, and steady state, originally 1964; Bowles, 1964) have now demonstrated that
presented in Goldberg and Schmerling [1963, 1964] thermal equilibrium (electron temperature T,
and improved upon in Goldberg, Kendall and =ion temperature T,) does not occur in the lower
Schmerling [1964] (to be referred to as GKS), has F region ionosphere during the day including that
provided reasonably good agreement when corn- time when the electron density is experiencing
parison is made to the measured results of the nearly steady conditions. It is the purpose of this
Alouette Topside Sounder Satellite. Further- paper to provide a simple analytical approach for
more, Chandra and Goldberg [1964] (to be re- including a temperature model, based on the theo-
ferred to as CG) have demonstrated that the retical or measured Ts distribution, in the theory
rather artificial concept of field line diffusive discussed in GKS and CG and to demonstrate the
equilibrium need not be employed to obtain the possible effects of deviation from conditions of
necessary equations, but instead, the neglect of thermal equilibrium on the topside electron den-
collisions between charged and neutral particles is sity distribution. Furthermore, it will be shown
sufficient in this aim. This has enabled us to how inclusion of this To distribution has allowed
understand why the theoretical results agree best extension of the theory into part of the bottomside
with data in the topside ionosphere, _inee this is F layer. Comparison with data is also made to
the region where such an assumption is most provide a possible explanation of several features
reasonable, of the geomagnetic anomaly heretofore unex-
Recent theoretical considerations (Hanson and plained. For completeness, the effects of variable
Johnson, 1961; Hanson, 1962; Dalgarno et al, gravity are also included and the slight modifica-
tions in the results due to this effect are
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SYMBOLS where we have assumed
magnetic field of earth v,<<v,, v_
e absolute value of electron charge m,<<m_, m,
gravity n6=n_=N (2)
He electron density scale height
H_ ionizable constituent scale height; cf. (16) In (1) and (2), the subscripts e, i, and n refer to
H_ value of H_ at rp electrons, ions, an(_ neutrals respectively; p is
Hr scale factor of temperature pressure; n is number density; vjk is collision fre-
H, cf. (7) quency between the jth and k th particles; m is
unit vector in direction of B mass; v is velocity; g is gravitational acceleration;
hmF2 height of F2 layer electron density peak B is the earth's magnetic field; and J is current
I magnetic dip angle; cf. (10) der "*y defined as
_., _e polar coordinate unit vectors
current density; cf. (3) J=Ne(_-_,) (3)
K value of '£,/T_ at rp where e is the absolute value of electron charge.
k Boltzmann's constant If now, we assume that v,_ and _, are suffi-
m mass ciently small to allow neglect of the drag forces,
N, n number density; cf. (2) then
N_0 equatorial peak electron density . _
N,,F2 F2 layer peak electron density -Vp,-Vp_+N m_+JXB=O (4)
p pressure Assuming the electrons and ions behave as ideal
R mean radius of earth (6370 km) gases and taking the field line component of (4),
r radial height (r=zTR) we obtain
r,o height of equatorial peak electron density
r0 equatorial radial height [-NkV(T,+T_)-(T,+T,)kVN+Nm,(7].h=O (5)
rp r_dial height of temperature peak
T temperature where Tj is the temperature of the jth type par-
velocity ticle, k is Boltzmann's constant, and h is a unit
z altitude vector in the d!rection of the earth's magnetic
0 colatitude field.
vj_ collision frequency between jth and k th Let us define
particles T, + Tt
average of electron and ion temperatures; r .... (6)
cf. (6) 2
kr
SUBSCRIPTS Hr =--- (7)
m_7
e, i, n electrons, ions, and neutral particles Then
respcctively /Vr vN _, \
m peak value _T-t--_T-_ti_).h=O (8)
mo equatorial peak value
where _, is a unit vector in the radial direction.
THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION If we assume that the earth's magnetic field is a
From CG, combination of the equations of dipole lying in the r, 0 plane, we obtain
motion for electrons and ions provides l(0r 10r ) I(0N
-, Nm,m. 1.\Or sin I+ _ cos I +_ _ sin I
+ = 1 ON .\ . sin I
-Vp,-vp, TNmSTir_XB (1) +r -_cosl)-f--_-=0 (9)
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:_ where I is the magnetic dip angle defined by [1964] using the backscatter technique and he
_ reports a T,/T_ peak value of 2 occurring at about
) tanI=2 cot0 (10) 275 km. Furthermore, he never finds To,/T_> 1
above 400 km.
and 0 is geomagnetic colatitude. (In the follow- Hanson and Johnson [1961], Hanson [1962] and
._ ing discussion, all coordinates given are geomag- Dalgarno et al [1963] have presented theoretical
r_ netic.) As pointed out in CG, (9)can be written models for T,/'T_ based on local EUV heating
in total derivative form as which result in _imilar type profiles to those
__-_ measured, viz. Ts/T_=2 at the. peak with the
:_-: dT" dN dr
-.;.. -_-F-_--}-_H" -:0 (11) peak occurring between 200 and 250 km. The
theoretical models are probably most representa-
provided the integration is carried out along a tire of the equatorial regions where EUV heating
::: field line. The solution of (11) is is most likely to predominate. The theoretical
peak height is somewhat lower than that reported
- v(r0) - [' d, by Bowles [1964] but Dalgarno et al [1962] explain
, N(r, 0)=N(ro)_e .l_o_U, that their lower value for the peak can be attrib-
'i uted to an underestimate of the cooling r'_tc by
where r0 is the equatorial height of the field line of neglect of the contribution from vibratiomtl exci-
: integration, i.e. tations. They also state that one shouhl expect a
more rapid cooling rate in a warmer atnmsphcre
ro=r cse2O (13) and this appears to indicate a higher altitude for
" the T,/Tt peak at times of higher sunspot num-
: and N(ro), r(r0) represent the vertical distribu- bet, These are important considerations in
tions of N and r at the equator.
_ selecting the numerical wducs for the height of
the electron temperature peak (rp) in the nextTHE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
section.
From (12), it is clear that the complete tem- The results discussed above clearly demon-
'_ perature distribution, given by _(r,0), must be strate the abseuce of thermal equilil)rium in the
known in addition to the radial distribution of N lower F region of the ionosphere. Unforhmat(,ly,
at the equator, N(ro), before N(r,O) can be deter- the data and theoretical models avaibd)le are
mined aniquely. In previous work, r(r,0) has rather limited and the exact behavior and ,listri-
: simply been specified as a constant everywhere, butional shape is currently rather uncertain. As
We now investigate the properties of the theo- a reasonable first guess, we therefore choose a
retieal electron density distribution when we simple analytic distribution for T, which is repre-
include a simple radial model for r based on sentative of any of the above profiles but which
' measurement and theory, does not fit any of them in an exact sense. We
Recent rocket' probe measurements (Spencer, also consider the temperature I)ehavior to I)e in-
et al, 1962 and Brace, et al, 1963) at Wallops dependent of latitude in the equatorial region
: Island, Virginia, show a vertical electron tem- under consideration (i.e. from 20°N to 20°S).L
perature pro,file under quiet day conditions which An expression which possesses these qualifica-
departs from the ion temperature at 150 km, tions is
peaks between 200 and 250 km with a value of T, ffiT, I Jr (14)
T,=2T, and then returns to the T_---7', value at (r-r_) 2
about 350 km. Evans [1962] obtains a similar 1-_ II_
type behavior and later [1964] shows improved
results which indicate a peak at 300 km and a where K is the ratio T,/Tt at the peak height (r_)
return to T,/T, ffiI above 700 km for radar back- of the 7', distribution and Hr is a scaling factor
scatter measurements in the midlatitude region which governs the thickness of the 7', distribution
of Boston, Mass. The only measurements avail- and which will be referred to as the thermal scale
able in the equatorial region are those of Bowles height. A typical plot of (14) is shown in Figure
1966028656-426
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1 for various values of Hr and for rpffi6650 km. |000
From (14), we obta;n
K-!
• (r, 8)=r(r) ---'T! 2ff (r--r,)2 (15) 900
1Jr g_, H'r
Although the effect of the gravitational height 800 500
dependence is small, we include it for completeness 40
in the work which follows. The scale height of 700
the ionizable constituent is given by
H,= kT' (16) _ 600
m_a X
If we define Hp as that value of H_ at the height w 500
rp, i.e. the matching point, and we treat T_ as e_
constant in the region under consideration, then I--
400r: r
H_ ==-li,tp (17) ,_
rp
With these definitions, we haveH'---_ r2r24p2/_ 1-_K-1 1(r-rp)_H_ (18) 2003 f_The form of H, given by (18) allows explicit 100
integration of the integral in (12). We obtain 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.8 2.0
r dr r_[F_TF_TF3-t-F4] (19a) Te/Ti
r0 2Hp r, 4 7_ FIGURE1.--The verticalelectrontemperature model.
where
_ _ rr2(Kq-I)][Hr(K-1)]_ ./ r--rp ro--r_ !]_-tan-t/ t--K--+-I (19b)= tan-'/. ,K-+I t t
/.J
F (K-I-I_- improved functional form for N(r) than that
/K-l\lnl(ro-rp)_+H_. \_] described by the simple Chapman function and
/ _-_ TK_-_-_ this has been incorporated in the results of CG,
F._frflt_. _'_] I_ '" "_' '"_ \ 2 /_ it is necessary to return to the simple Chapman
(19c) function in the work that follo_ s in order to make
direct comparison with Goidberg, Kendall and
F, f2r,[-_-H_Inr/ro] (19d) Schmerling (1964). IIenee, we let
and N(ro) =N(r=o)e t 1 H,
Fro-r[[ ,_II_(K+l))(ll_.t_r_) ] (19e)'=-77;o r + 2
where H, is the electron density scale height at
Finally, we must apply an analytic form for the equator and N,,o is the value of electron
N(r,). Although Chandra (1962) formulated an density at the vertical peak height r,o.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION _ _1A. The Effectof Gravity 30
The expressions given by (15), (19) and (20) 20_// _ "_
have been incorporated in (12) to provide an _-
analytic expression for the electron density near _ 10 480kmProfileI
the geomagnetic equator above and below th,, _7" 0
electron densi ty peak under conditions of steady c'- 50 -|i_x
state and equinox. This expression has then _" 40 ..c
been programmed on an IBM 7094 to allow exten- ffi 30
sive study of its behavior under wide variations
20in the temperature parameters. The discussion ,_
which follows demonstrates how adjustment of _.
the parameters governing the temperature dis- _ 10__
tribution leads to variations in the properties of 020 .... 10 0- ;I} 20
the geomagnetic anomaly. °N (_OMA6NETICLATITUDE °S
Before investigating the actual effect of a
variable T,, let us first study the change induced Fmua_. 2.--The influence of the gravity variation on ahorizontal electron density profile for H_/H°wl; a)
by simply adding the gravity variation. This is constant g, b) and c) variableg.
obtained by replacing H, with H_ and treating
r(r,0) as a constant in (12). Then
variation for Hp/H,-- 1 is shown in Figure 2 using
, co,,, the numerical parameters given in Table 1 (]'he2u'---7-. (21)
N(r, 0)=N(r0)e altitude z is related to radial distance r by r fz
T6370 km). Curve a represents the constant gwhere H_ possesses the functional dependence on
height given by (17). This can be compared to case given by (22). Curves b and c represent
the constant H_ result employed in GKS, viz. variable g(r) cases in which the matching of Ht
with Hp is taken to be at two d:fferent heights,
r cot:#
N(r, 0)=N(r0)e 'm---7 (22) viz. 6650 and 6850 km, respectively. We first
note that the effect of varying the matching point
whele H2 of GKS is now Hp. (In the discussion is rather small and has little if any influence on the
and results which follow, the scale height of the features we wish to discuss. We also find that
electron density distribution H, has also replaced regardless of matching point height, the curves
1/k in GKS notation), stay relatively close even at high latitudes. The
Comparison of (21) and (22) shows that very generation of an angular peak for rp=6650 km is
little change in results should be expected in that not surprising since H_/Hp > 1 everywhere _bove
region of latitude where cot0 and cos0 are cam- rp. However, it is surprising to find this result
parable in magnitude. This encompasses nearly for the 380 km (6750 kin) profile when r_=6850,
the entire region of our interest. This conclusion since H,/H,< 1 at this height. This result occurs
is borne out by numerical comparison of (21) and for all cases investigated and we must conclude
(22) for cases in which Hp/H, > 1. A more impor- that although gravity is a small effect in altering
rant result is obtained for cases presented in GKS the slope of the curves, as comparison of curves
for Hp/H,< 1. In that paper it was shown that 2b and 2c demonstrate, it is a strong effect in pro-
angular peaks could not be obtained for this range riding a more realistic description of the geomag-
of selection in parameters, although the initial rise netic anomaly shouhl it occur under conditions
with latitude behaved in equivalent manner to where H_/Ho<I.
the geomagnetic anomaly. The simple inclusion B. The Effect of Temperature
of gravity now rectifies this situation by allowing
angular peaks to form for tho_ cases. Although inclusion of height dependent grav-
A comparison of the 380 km and 480 km elec- ity, g(r), appears to resolve the problem of theo-
tron density profiles with and without gravity retica ly describing the geomagnetic anomaly
1966028656-428
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when H_/H,<_I, it has been shown in CG that to coincide as accurately as possible with the
this condition is a rather unlikely situation to temperature profile discussed earlier).
occur on both empirical and physical grounds. We can therefore reduce the problem to a three
We therefore restrict ourselves in the discussion parameter study; Hr • nd K which determine the
which follows to HdH, > l. thickness and magnitude of the T, peak respec-
There arc seven parameters to be varied in this tively; and r=, which determines the relative dis-
problem on tile basis of empirical conditions, viz. tance between the electron temperature and
Nm0, rm0,H,, Hp, Hr, rp and K. In GKS, it was density maxima.
shown that variation of the first four parameters 4O
leads to a description of the equinoctial noontime l/ " _ 0_{l_)
geomagnetic anomaly during various phases of the /
solar cycle. Furthermore, although differences in 30
the magnitade and height range of tbe anomaly
occur between high and low sunspot number, no _/_ _,_ _ -2
changes in the basic features ascribed to this ;tO .--?30
effect are expected. We will, therefore, limit our- _7"
selves to an analysis of the high sunspot case with ; 0
the knowledge that the results obtained are simi- _ 1;J
\ JJ,_ /
lar but less pronounced for heintermediate and \_/
low sunspot cases. The choice of values for +t_.+, _ BOTTOMSIO
first four parameters listed above have been made ._. 0 ......................
i 20, - +--_
N_o ffi19.25 X l0 s electro).s/cm a, _ 10 ""620
H, = 100 km, r=o = 6850 km, ///J/_+. I00
and H.= 112.5 kin. O_::+"- TOP_$1K+_." 800
20 lO 0 10 20 900
Selection of H, at the given value insures "N GEO_,'_NETICLATffUDE"S
HdH,> 1 in the entire region t,f interest. The Fw.va-. 3.--Her: ..... :*profile8of electrondensity under
values of the other numerical p.aramcters used eonditio-++,_ *;ariable lectrontemperature.
are given in Table 1. (These vab_e._are selecl,ed
Figure :i _+,,i;t_sentsa sequence of electron den-
TABLE t. sity C,+_+:"'.+mheight profiles under the effects of
T, variatiu_. Figure 4 represents an equivalent
Figure Curve rp Hr I K set of vertical profiles. The temperature profile
(kin) (kin) [ u_d i_ illustrated in Figure 1 with parametric
........ I values _.elected for reasons discussed in a previous
1................. 6650 Variable 2 section.
2....... a .......... 0 1 Comparison of Figure 3 to the thermal squi-
b 6650 0 1 librium, constant gravity results given in GKS
e 6s50 0 1 shows very little modification of the curves out to3 ................. 6650 40 2 ,_
4................. 6650 40 2 the angular peak. On the high latitude side of !5.................. ee_o 40 2 the peak, however, we find a more rapid decrease6A................ Variable 40 2 of electron density in better agreement with6B............... 6850 40 Variable measured profiles. This effect is due primarily to6C............... 6850 Variable 2 the inclusion of the gravitational variation and8.................6850 40 2
9................. 6s50 40 2 not the variation in T,.
tO................. i 6775 40 2 A more important result, and one which is
entirely due to a variable T,, is evident in Figure
1966028656-429
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,_ 500 _) io o lo 20
II G[OMAGII[TICtATITUO| $
400 Fl_.ung &--Behavior of X_/"2 and Is,,/,'2 with latitude
under conditions of wu iable electron temperature.
" of the height of the F2 peak, h,,F2, is al._ogiven in
300 GEOMAGNETICFigure 5. We ot)serve'_ leveling out o: this height
0" ;20*9* 10°, 15012* LATITUDE at higher latitudes in accord with measurement
0 10 20 30 40 (cf. Thumas, 1962), a res,tlt _hich also is not
ELECTRONDENSITYx lO-Slcm-3l availabm under thermal equilil)rium considera-
Fmunv, 4.--Vertical profiles of electron density under tions. A study of these quantities show that
conditionsof variableelectrontemperature, their magnitude and shape are very st ;ble to wide
variations in K, Hr and r.o-rp, except when K
4. We now find qualitative results which match and H_. become very small, i.e. HT_<29, K_< 1.2.
measured data to a height nearly two electron At these and smaller values we find a r_,lJi_ltransi-
scale heights (H.) below the equatorial F2 peak tion into the forms published in GKS for thermal
before discrepe.neies begin to occur. Since the equilihrium, in which h_F2 drops s,eadily with
vertical profiles show a departure from measure- latitude and N.F2 rises with latitude without
ment below this i_eight, it appears that the neg- showing any angular peaks.
iect of friction terms in the equations of motion Figure 6A (lemonstr._tes the variation o_"a
is no longer valid below this region. Neverthe- typical constant height profile _ "'h r.0, viz,
less, it is a valuable extension of tLe theory to find 380 kin, holding K and lit fixed. We note that
that the effect of collisions can be neglected to as rp approaches r.0, the original angular Ix,ak
heights well below the equatorial F2 peak, espe- converts into a sharper peak adjacent to a rela-
cial_'' since it appeq_,,d by the results of GKS that tively flat "ledge." Further study has shown
collisions were important everywhere below this that this effect is not dependent on the absolute
peak, i.e. in GKS results obtained below the peak value of r_0 or the relative distance between the
do not agree with data and the vertical peaks acttwl constant height profile and r.0. !n._tead,
shown in Figure 4 of this work could not be this behavior is exclusively dependent on r.o-r,.
produced. Becau_ the results _. ieh follow depend only
The variation of the peak electron density on the relative separation r.0-r, and not on tim
N,,F2 with latitude is given in Figure 5. We ob- absolute values of r, and r.0, and because of the
serve that a variahle 7', produces angular peaks discussion in an e"rlier section explair.ing how rt
in N,,F2 in accord with measurement, (ef. Croom can actually he larger in a warmer (high sunspot
et al, 1959) whereas in GKS, it was shown that number) ionosphere, we have selected the rein-
thermal equilibrium is incapable of producing the tively higt_ value of r,,,,r.offiC_'g) kin. If the
angular "turnover." Furthermore, this result condition r.-,r.0 occurs at a lower height, the
must be attributed to a variable T,, since inelusion same results will occur simply shifted this dis-
or variable gravity alone does not alter ,*heresults tanee in altitude. From Figure 6A we find that
for this parameter given in GKS. The variation the new effect is not pre_nt until r_ is very nearly
1966028656-430
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_ 12
_.__ 6850 _-
30 _ ._,__._ 6825 k s
_= 6 DEC 6th 1962
20 /y sm j 431 km profile
"_ I ] 1 ,,,
/ lO o lO 20 30
10' , _ , °N GEOMAGNETICLATI UDE °S
48 _ Fm_R_ 7.--The 43L km electron density profile (King et
I|A al, 1963) for December 8, 1962, 1330 LMT, using
ALOUETTE data.
401 K
__ ertheless, the effect does occur, and this indicates
1.0 that the electron temperature and density peaks
30 1.2 oo lie relatively close together at certain times.
, .1.5 During such an occurrence, we would expect the
2.0 geor, agnetic anomaly to appear in a form similar
20 3.0 to the result given in Figure 8, where we notice a
40
,- 10
_,_ 38 (km 30
,,., C
t "'" 20 _ 20 _380(km)z I,n6 _.
200 " -430
20 0 >..
_ \-_- 1000 c= r BOTTOMSIDElo lO 0 lO 20 = l0og
ON GEOMAGNETICLATITUDE °S '-
...,_"'201 ......
'1' , ./_ 540(km}
l,'munF 6.--Behavior of a constant height electron density I _ _ - 500
profile (6750 kin) with ,4) relative distance between 101 //_ _\\ 620
electron temperature and density peaks, B) magnitude ___"_"_ 68_0 t
of temperature peak, C) thickness of temperature peak. 0
V_---_ .... _'___,,_ 750
0 _ TOPSIDE _ _ 809
equal to r_0, and becomes more pronounced as 20 10 0 10 20 uu
rp increases (or r_0 decreases). ON GEOMAGNETICLATITUDE "S
Although the above effect is not always pres- Fw.vaz 8._Horizontal profiles of electron density under
ent, it has appeared in measurements of King et conditions of variable electron temperature for rp-r.o.
al (1963), an example of which is shown in Figure
7. No attempt has been made to accurately fit low latitude "ledge" replacing the low latitude
this particular profile, however, since there are "trough" at higher altitudes. We also note a
many combinations of the seven parameters avail- reduction in the height above which the anomaly
able for such a fit and the profiles showing this disappears.
property best in the published literature do not The sequence of vertical profiles corresponding
always represent noon equinox conditions. Nev- to Figure 8 (r_ = r,0) are shown in Figure 9. We
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'_ -" _ 10
•-' 500 J
0_____.L__ .... ± ....
:, 20 10 0 -10 20
°N GEOMAGNETICLATITUDE°S
_ 400 GEOMAGNETIC 8°
LATITUDE 15° Fn,;u,_t:lO.--l[orizont:d profilesof electron density show-
0o 3° 5° 20° ] ing the "'innerledge" effect.
!, 300 J disappearing for H1,<15 km. Similarly, as K; and HT decrease, the topside "l)ump" in the ver-I I J I
0 10 20 30 tical profile (cf. Figure 9) gradually lowers and
ELECTRONDENSITYx10"5[cm"3) blends with the single peak ol)tained under vari-
able gravity (.onditions alone. Increasing HT.
F[(_URE9.--Vertical profiles of electron density under and K improves the results on the I)ottomside I)y
conditionsof variableelectrontemperature for rp--rm0, reducing the magnitude of the electron density
"_ profiles to more reasonable values in this region.
j find that this extreme lowering of the electron Increasing Hv also sharpens the angular peak
density peak (or raising of the temperature peak) slightly. Finally, if we consider cases of very
: leads to an additional small "bump" in the topside large H_,, such as lI_.= 1000 km, we find a be-
region, havior very similar to the Hr=0 situation. This
Other smaller effects are also seen upon more den,onstrates that it is the gradient of To/T_, and
detailed study of the results. For example, if not its magnitude, which is mostly responsible for
rmo-rp is of the order .75H, (see Figure 6A), we the results involving the effect illustrate(l in
find the sequence of horizontal profiles illustrated Figure 7.
in Figure 10, demonstrating a much smaller ledge SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
occurring on the low latitude side of the angular
peaks with no ledge present on the high latitude The theory presented in GKS has been extended
side. The topside results in this case are identical to include the effects of the variation in gravity
to those of Figure 3. The determination of this and an electron temperature profile based upon
behavior from measurement is difficult, however, empirical and theoretical results. This extension
because of the small magnitude of the effect, in the theory has led to distinct improvements in
As partially shown in Figures 6B and 6C, a the theoretical description of the geomagnetic
study of the variations of both K (temperature anomaly when comparison with data is made.
peak magnitude) and H_, (temperature peak The inclusion of gravitational variation alone
thickness) do not lead to any new conclusions but has led to an increased gradient on the high lati-
form a consistent picture, i.e. as K decreases, the tude side of the theoretical constant height pro-
ledge gradually disappears leaving the normal files representing the geomagnetic anomaly, this
horizontal profile for the variable gravity case. being in better accord with measurement. Fur-
As H_, decreases, the effect first sharpens before thermore, for the cases in which Hf/H. < l, we now
1966028656-432
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find angular peaks occurring in the constant in the topside, should not be ruled out as a possi-
height profiles, something which r,'.qs not available ble cause of observing this effect in the topside).
under constant gravity considerations. Since rm0 decreases rapidly with sunspot number,
The inclusion of an electron temperature ver- we would expect the above behavior to be most
tical profile creates results which are far more frequent during the :._w sunspot number period
remarkable, however. We now obtain a descrip- of the solar cycle.
tion of the geomagnetic anorcaly to heights as Fi.lally, several secondary features originating
low as 2H, below the F2 peak at the equator, from the theory due to the magnitude of the
thereby indicating that the neglect of friction or separation between N and 7'e peaks (rmo-rp)
collision terms in the equation of motion is allow- are discussed, but this type of "fine structure" is
able down to these heights. The theoretical considered too small to be seen at this time.
behavior of N,_F2 and h,nF2 are also found to
agree with measurement out to midlatitudes and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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